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1. MOUVATIONS 
Let f be a formal power series. Pad& approximants are rational functions 
whose expansion in ascending powers of the variable coincides with f as far 
as possible, that is, up to the sum of the degrees of the numerator and 
denominator. The numerator and the denominator of a PadC approximant 
are completely determined by this condition and no freedom is left. 
If some poles off are known, it can be interesting to use this infor- 
mation. Pad&type approximants are rational functions with an arbitrary 
denominator, whose numerator is determined by the condition that the 
expansion of the Pad&type approximant matches the series f as far as 
possible, that is, up to the degree of the numerator [l]. It is also possible 
to choose some of the zeros of the denominator of the Pad&type 
approximants (instead of all) and then determine the others and the 
numerator in order to match the series f as far as possible. Such 
approximants, intermediate between PadC and Pad&type approximants, 
have been called higher order Pad&type approximants. Padit approximants 
are a particular case of Pad&type approximants. In some cases Pad&type 
approximants provide a better approximation off than the classical Padi 
approximants because the knowledge of the poles has been incorporated 
into their construction. Now if some poles and some zeros off are known 
one can try to use this information and then determine the remaining poles 
and zeros of the rational approximation in order to match the series f as 
far as possible. Such approximants will be -called partial Padt 
approximants and their study is the purpose of this work. Particular cases 
of approximants to the exponential function with prescribed denominators 
are studied in [3]. 
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2. DEFINITION 
Let 
f(t)= f ci ti, CjEC. 
,=O 
Let uk and M’, be given polynomials of degrees k and rr respectively. Let p,,, 
and q,l be polynomials (to be determined) of degrees ~TZ and n, respectively. 
We set 
C/Jr) = rku,(i-‘) 
G,(t)= t’w,(i-‘j 
b,?-l(ri = fY,n(~-‘) 
c?,,(t) = t”q(t-‘1 
m =i%(f) C,(f) 
Q(t) = q,(t) G,,(t). 
The polynomials pni and q,r will be determined such that 
F(l)-Q(t)f(t)=O(t”‘f”“~). 
The rational function I”(t)/&t) will be called a partial Padt approximant 
off and it will be denoted by 
1% Ukb. ~~r).fG,. 
If u,J~) = t” and w,(t) = t’, or if k = r = 0, then 
If t’,Jtj = tk (or if k = 0) and if n = 0 then 
If u,(t) = tk (or if k = 0) and if 12 > 0 then (m, tlk/n, ~:,j/ is the Pad&type 
approximant (m/n + r) of the higher order m + n since its expansion coin- 
cides with that off up to and including degree UZ+ M. 
Thus partial Pad6 approximants generalize Padt and Pad&type 
approximants. 
3. CONSTRUCTION 
Let us now study how these partial Padt approximants can be construc- 
ted or, in other words, how the polynomials pm and qn can be obtaine 
have 
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or 
since ~1~ has the exact degree k and thus fik(0) # 0. 
Thus the construction is based on one of the following remarks 
or 
Rz: p”m(f)/4,(t) J?,(t) = (fe + +&) 
(approximant of the higher order m + n). 
In both cases the first step is to compute the coefficients of the seriesf/v”,. 
We set 
C/((t) = vg + . . . + Uk tk 
g(t)=f(t)/ts,(t)=g,+g,t+ .‘*. 
Thus 
Cl = uo g1-t u1go 
., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ck=vO~k+vl~k-l+ ‘.’ + UkgO 
Ck+I=vO~k+I+ul~k+ “’ +“kgl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Since t?k(O) # 0, v. # 0 and these relations directly give the gis. 
Let us first use remark R,. We define the linear functionals g(j) on the 
space of complex polynomials by 
gijqx’) = gi+j, i30 
with the convention that gi+i = 0 if i +j< 0. 
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From the theory of Pad&type approximants of higher order [l] we 
know that q,l must satisfy the conditions 
g trn ~ n - !-+ ’‘(x’q,(x) wr(x)) = 0, i = 0, . ..) n - 1^ 








p,(t)=qn(t)wr(t) c gitm-fipr-i+U(t). 
i=o 
Let us now use remark RI. We first have to compute the coefficients of 
the series fG,./i?, =g@,. We set 
L%,(t) = wo + . . . + w, f 
h(t)=g(t)K~,(t)=h,+h,r+ “.. 
Thus 
h,+h,r+ ... =(w,+ .” +wrt’)(g~+glt$ . ..) 
ho = wag, 
h,=‘t’og,+M’,g, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
h, = wogr + )L'l g,- 1 + . '. + M',?go 
h r+-l =w,g,+,+w,g,+ ... +bvrg, 
h r+2=~~'Ogr+2+~~tgr+1 + .I. +"A, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ . 
which gives directly the his. 
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We define the linear functionals /z(j) on the space of complex 
polynomials by 
h”‘(x’) = hi+i, i30 
with the convention that /z,+~ =0 if it-j < 0. Since 
Pm(f)/tl,,(t) =Cdnl,(t) 
we know that qn must satisfy the conditions 
h(m-n+ yx’q,,(x)) = 0, i = 0, . . . . n - 1. 
We have 
[m/n],(t)= 1 h;t’+ tm-n+1 v’(t)/@,(t) 
i=O 
with the convention that the sum is identically zero if m-n < 0 and with 
i?(t)= t”-‘u(t-1) and u(t)=p-“+l) 
( 
aI - 4n(d 
1 x-t . 
Thus 




pm(r)=qn(t) 1 hitm-‘z-i+U(t). 
i=o 
From the theory of Pad6 approximation we know that a unique qn exists if 
the Hankel determinant 
ho h, ... h,,-, 
h, hz ... h, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
h,-,h, ... hzn-z 1 
is different from zero. We shall assume in the sequel that this condition is 
satisfied for all n. It ensures the existence and unicity of (m, u,Jn, w,}. 
Both approaches must, of course, be equivalent. Indeed, since 
h”+qx’) = g’“‘(xC,(x)), 
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both sets of relations defining q,z are the same. Moreover 
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and finally, using the preceding relation between the functionals 
g(rT-n-r+l! and h(m-n+l, we get 
Thus, since we have 
Ptn( f) = 4n( 
m-n--T 
t) w,(t) c gifm-n-r-i+z4(l) 
I=0 
= 4n( 
m ~ n 
t) 1 hitm-“-i+u(t), 
i=O 
it remains to prove that 
m--n m--n-r 
,;. hit”l-“-i =,,> ,([) 1 
i=O 
gir”-“-‘-‘+g,“-“-“l)(M.,j+)-H’,(I)~, 




( X-f > 
=wO(gnz-n+gm-n-I~+ .~’+gm-n-r+2fr-2 
+gm-n-r+1 f- “)+ .‘. +‘VI!,-,gn,-.-r+:. 
Identifying the coefficients of the terms of the same degree we obtain 
degree 0 h,-.=~l’,g,~n-r+(l~ogm-,,+ ... +w-1 gm-n-,vil) 
degree 1 h,-,-l=l~,gm-n--r-l+lt’,-lgm~n~r 
S(w,g,-,-,+ ... +w-2gm-n-r+l) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.......~..._..._..i._. 
degree m - n ho = w,,g,. 
Thus, since these relations are exactly those defining the his, the 
property is proved and the constructions based on remark R, or I%, 
provide the same partial Padt approximant. 
From the classical theory of Pad& approximants we know that 
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c hit”+i . 
i=O 
h,-,f+l ......... hmfl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
h, . . .._....... h,,+,, 
i?,,(t) = 
Thus the construction of (nz, u,Jn, w,} needs the knowledge of 
co,-., cm+.. Let us now give an example. We consider the series 
f(t) = tg 
-17 62 
flf=l+;t2+iTjt4+jg+- 2835 ts + . . . 
which has zeros at ) rc, f27c, + 37r ,... and poles at +7r/2, f 3x12, + 57112, . . . .
We shall take 
G,(t)=t-7r/2 and &(t)=t-PT. 
We have 
go = - 1/% g, = -l/7?, g, = -l/x( 1/n* + l/3) 
h, = l/2, hl= -1/2x, A2 = - l/27? + l/6, 
and we finally obtain 
(l>m WI )fW = 
(t - n)[37c + (n2 - 6) t] 
(2t-n)[3n+(7?-3) t]’ 
t tg tit (1, v,/l, l.t’l )/PI WI,(t) = 1 + t2/3 
1.5 9.4009466 8.9493644 1.7500000 
1 1.5574077 1.5305797 1.3333333 
0.5 1.0926049 1.0895934 1.0833333 
0.3 1.0311208 1.0304284 1.0300000 
0.1 1.0033467 1.0033181 1.0033333 
-0.1 1.0033467 1.0033802 1.0033333 
-0.5 1.0926049 1.0994597 1.0833333 
-1 1.5574077 1.7512451 1.3333333 
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By construction { 1, u,/l, 122, } must give better results near the first zero and 
pole of$ We have 
1.6 -21.395332 -20.188416 1.8533333 
1.7 -4.5274130 -4.2305380 1.9633333 
2 -1.0925199 -0.9854227 2.3333333 
2.5 -0.2988089 -0.2478919 3.0833333 
3.1 -0.0134247 -0.0094250 4.2033333 
3.2 0.0 182730 0.0012446 4.4133333 
4 0.2894553 0.1192313 6.3333333 
The second example is 
f(tj = l-Log( I + t) = 1 - t + t’/2 - P/3 + ‘. 
which has a zero at t = e - 1 and a logarithmic branch point t = -I. 
Choosing Cl(t)=t+l and v”,(t)=t+l-e, we get 
(1, Ul/l, lr’l}f(t) = 
[2-(1 -ej t](t+ 1 -e) 
[2(1-e)+(1+2e-e2)t](t+ I) 
CW,(t) = (2 - tM2 + t). 
t 1-Log( 1 + t) { 1, UllL h’l If(f) Ewlf(tj 
-0.9 3.3025850 4.6039730 2.6363636 
-0.5 1.6931471 1.7097808 1.6666666 
-0.3 1.3566749 1.3584556 1.3529411 
-0.1 1.1053605 1.1053971 1.1052631 
0.1 0.9046898 0.9046680 0.9047619 
0.3 0.7376357 0.7372726 0.7391304 
0.8 0.4122133 0.4100425 0.4285714 
1.5 0.0837092 0.0821464 0.1428571 
I.7 0.0067482 0.0065906 0.081081Q 
2.5 -0.2527629 -0.2416952 -0.1111111 
4 -0.6094379 -0.5587768 -0.3333333 
4. ERROR 





c > -i-s-- 
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Multiplying both sides by Ek(t)/G,(t) and using the above relation between 
the functionals /z(‘+~+ ‘) and g(m-n-r+‘), we obtain 
f(t) - {m, v&, bv,}f(f) = fm+n+%k(t) dm-n-r+ l) ( 
X”l~‘,(X) &z(x) 
&l(t) 1?,(t) > l-xt . 
In a similar way from the other expressions of the error [I] we have 
5. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 
Since the partial Pad6 approximants of f are related to the Pad6 
approximants of h, it is natural that they share some of their algebraic 
properties. 
Let e be the reciprocal series off formally defined by 
f(t)e(t) = 1. 
e is assumed to exist that is cO is assumed to be different from zero. We 
obviously have 
{m, vk/n, l~~)~(r) = l/(4 ~v,/m, h}Jf). 
If we set F(t) = t”f((t), we know that 
fD,(t)liin(f) = Cm + @I 4th 
Thus 
The other properties of Pad6 approximants dealing with value transfor- 
mations do not generalize to partial Pade approximants except for the 
obvious one: 
for F(t) = uf(t). 
Let us now consider argument transformations. 
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We set F(t) =f(at), a #O, Fk(t) = a,(&), and IV’,(t) = E,(M). We have 
{m, VJn, W,},(t) = (m, tl&, w,T)jc(ai) 
since if H(l) = h(ar), we know that [n~/n]~(t) = [m/n]Jat). 
Now let F(t) =f( t”), s > 0, vk(t) = z?,(f), and Q;(r) = :?,(r”). We ‘nave 
V’i,j such that i+j<s- 1 
Let 
(ms+i, V&zs+j, W,jF(t)= {nz, v&7, wr)r(t'), 




( ) 1 +vr 
and 
with a#O. We have 
This property can be generalized with v,(t) = (1 + bt)“r?,(at/( I i bt)) and 
@‘Jt) = (1 + 6t)’ G,(at/( 1 + bt)). We have, if m + k = n i- r, 
6, CONNECTION WITH INTERPOLATION 
Before looking at partial Pade approximants we shall first show how the 
cases of Pad&type and Pad6 approximants can be related to polynomiaf 
interpolation and how their numerators can be directly expressed from the 
functional c. This approach is different from that given in [ 1 ] since it starts 
from the error formula. 
For Pad&type approximants we have 
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Thus 
Gp( t) = c 
( 
t%~,(t-l)-tp+‘Xp--y+‘Uy(X) 
1 -xt > 
~t~p(t)=tP~~‘p(t~lj=tpC ( 
t-%,(t)- -p-‘xp-4” u&x) 
1 -xt-’ ) 9 
and we finally obtain 
w,(r) = c ( 
xP--Y+ 1 u,(x) - tp-q+ l u,(t) 
x-t ) 
which generalizes a known formula when p = q - 1. 





C,(t)- tp+q+‘xp+’ u,(x) 
l-xt )- 
Thus 
w,(t)= tPbGp(t-‘) = tp c ( t-qu (+-P-wXP+l 4 q-4 1 -xt-’ 1 , 
and we finally obtain 
w,(t) = t -qc ( xP+’ u,(x)- tp+’ uJt) x-t 1. 
Let us now show that, due to the orthogonality property of uy in the case 
of Padt approximants, both formulas for M’~ are the same. 
For Pad&-type approximants we have 
wp(t) = c c (tp-%g(t)- t-‘xp-4+’ u,(x)) 
x l+xt-’ ( + . . . +y-1t--q+1+ 
xqt -4
>> l-xtr’ . 
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But, for Padt approximants, we have 
c(xP-4’ ‘x5gx)) = 0, i=O I . ..) q - 1 
and thus 
w,(t) = c 
( 
tP-Yuy(t) 
1 --XC’ - 
1-’ XP--Y+, x’tPY 
! 1 --x-’ %(i-1) 
= t-qc 
( 
t%,(t)-tri xp+I u,(x)’ 
1 -x-! h 
and finally we get 
which is the formula already obtained in the Fade case. 
pxP-Y+! U&.X) - fp ~ q + ’ a,(t))/(x - t) is a polynomial of degree p in r and p 
in X. Thus the functional c can be applied to it and vtjp is a polynomial of 
degree p in t as expected. 
In the same way (~P”u,(x) - tP+’ t~,(t))/(x- t) is a polynomial of 
degree p + q in t and p + q in X. Thus the functional c can be applied to it 
and we obtain a polynomial of degree p + q in t in which, due to the 
orthogonality property of cq, there are no terms of degree strictly less than 
q. Therefore, when multiplied by t-“, we get a polynomial of degree p in f 
as expected. 
Let us now study the connection with polynomial interpolation. Starting 
again from the error formula we have 
with 
Thus R is a polynomial of degree p in X. When p = q - 1 it is the Hermite 
interpolation polynomial of (1 - xt) ~ ’ at the zeros of ug. 
The same is true for Padt approximants but, thanks to the orthogonahty 
property of LJ~, we have 
c(R(x)) = c(R(x)), 
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where 
R(x)=& ( 1-p+9+1 XP+lVI(X) > v”,(t) . 
We shall now look at partia 
functionals /z(‘+~) and g”’ have 
functionals cCkts) and gcs). From 
it is easy to see that 
1 Pade approximants. In Section 3 the 
been related. Let us now connect the 
the relations between the c/s and the g,‘s 
Cik+qXi) =g’“‘(x’u,(x)). 
Let ~,(~)=x-~(u,+u~x-‘+u~x~‘+ . ..) be formally defined by 
UJX) z.&(x) = 1. 
That is 
x-k& + ... +u,Xk)(U,+U,X-‘+ . ..)=l 
and thus we have 
u,u,+u,u,=o 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
UI u,+u2u,-,+ .‘. +u,+, ,,- u 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thus since rk has the exact degree k, the series uk exists. We have, from the 
preceding relation, 
and thus 
C’k+s’(XiUk(e~)) = g’“‘(&(x) t&(x)) 
gCx)(xf) = C(k + si .i 
b uk(x)). 
From the error formula of {m, u,/n, MI,} we have 
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Thus {m, tlk/n, Gus),- = c(R(x)) with 
U’e also have 
xc ~,(t)~,(t)--tm+“+1a&(t)X 
( 
m+k-r+l w,(x) qn(X)U&(x)\ 
1 -xt / 
=P,,*(t) ~k(f)lqn(t) E,(f). 






tr’2-rqn(t) ~l’,(t)-r--n’-‘~-‘f-kU&(t) xmtkir+l w,(x) q,Jxj U&(X)\, 
1 -xt-’ / 
=t-“c ‘fm+k-‘qn(t)It~r(t)-~-%&(t)X’n+k--*~ w,(Xjqn(x)U&(x)‘ 
i 1 -xt-’ J. 
We finally obtain 
p,,J tf = :-” c 
~~+~~~+~~~,(~)q~(x)~,(,~)-~~+~~~+~~t’,(l*)q,(tj~~(~j 
x - ! 
Since c(s’u,(x)) =gCek’(x’) thus pm is a polynomial of degree m in t. If 
k = r = 0, then uk(x) = uO and this formula reduces to that of the classical 
Pad& case. 
The orthogonality property of qrt can be written as 
c(zsieyy” t k - r - II + I 
bI’,(X) qn(x) u,(x)) = 0, i=o, . ..) n - 1. 
Due to this property we have 
inI, uk/n, +(tj = c(R(x)) = 4wm 
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where 






If m+k=n+r- 1 we have 
R(x)=& Lf 
( 
m+ l i&(t) 
4 (t) )-$ (t) w,(x) CL(x) &c(X) 
n I > 
which shows that R interpolates (1 -xc)-’ in the Hermite sense at the 
zeros of qn(x) NT,(X) since, from the relation up(x) u,Jx) = 1, it can be seen 
that Q(X) has no zero because the polynomial vk is always finite. 
From the expression of R we obtain a formula similar to the above 
Pad&type case, 
Pm(t) = c 
Xm+k~r-‘*+l~,(X)q,(~~)#k(X)-ttm+k-r-n+’ t’i’,(t)q,(t)tdk(t) 
x - t > 
3 
which is equivalent to the preceding one by the orthogonality property of 
4 PI. 
Remark. We have 
)z’“)(x’) =g’“-” (X’lU,(X)) =gyxix- M’,(X)) =g(s’(xia,(x-‘)). 
Similarly c(‘)(x’) = g’s’(xiv”,(x ‘)). 
7. Two PARTICULAR CASES 
Let us now choose i?,Jt)/G,(f) = [k/r],-(t). We have 
f(t)~r(t)-ak(t)=tk+r+1C(k--r+l$c54~,(X)/(1-xXt)). 
Dividing both sides by a,, we get 
*k+r+’ 
h(t)= 1 +-c 
C,(t) 
Due to the block structure of the PadC table we have 
[m/n],(t)= 1, for m,n=O ,..., k+r 
and thus, in that case 
im? vk/np ‘vr)f(f) = [k/rlf(‘). 
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If m>ki-r or n>k+r we have 
(m, ok/n, ~‘,)~(f) = CWlft-it)C~i~lh(tl. 
Let us give an example. We again consider the series 
f(t)=l-Log(l+t). 
We take i;,(t)/GI(t) = [O/l],(t) = l/( 1 i f). We have A0 = 1, h, = 0, kz = --& 
h, = $, and 
[2/l],(r) = (6 + 2t - 3t2)/(6 + 2~). 
ThUS 
(2, u,/l, IV, j./(t) = (6 + 2t - 3t2)/(6 + St + 2:2). 
-0.9 4.2142857 2.9275619 2.9637199 
-0.5 1.7000000 1.6898148 1.6901408 
-0.3 1.3571428 1.3565224 1.3565319 
-0.1 1.1053639 1.1053601 1.1053601 
0.1 0.9046920 0.9046900 0.9046901 
0.3 0.7377622 0.7376843 0.7376871 
0.8 0.4152046 0.4155102 0.4158964 
1.5 0.1000000 0.1198979 0.1230769 
1.7 0.0287628 0.0631373 0.0663888 
2.5 -0.2012987 - -0.0468106 -0.0703812 
4 -0.4857142 0.2592592 - 0. I200000 
j3,l?,/l, w,),(t,=~ “,t,“:,” 
For the last two columns we have II,= 1, h; = 0, h, =O, h, = 1/121 
h, = l/24, and [ l/l]Jt) = (2 - t)/(2 + t)- 
Similarly we can choose 
fik(t)/Gr(t) = (k/r)/(t). 
We have 
f(t)~‘,(r)--t’k(r)=tk+‘C(k-‘+:) /+42!$ . 
t .) 
b40;54;2-8 
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Dividing both sides by Ck, we get 
tktl 
h(r)= 1 +-c 
(k-t-41 
ak(t) 
Due to the block structure of the Padl table we have 
Cm/~lh(t) = 1, for m, n = O,..., k 
and thus, in that case 
If m>k or n>k we have 
Let us again consider the series f(t) = l-Log( 1 + t) with 
t;,(t)/E2(t) = (1/2),(t) = (6 + t)/(6 + 7t + 2t*). 
We obtain h, = 1, h, = 0, k, = -f h, = -&, and 
(2, 0,/l, It’*jf(t) = (6 + t)(12 - t - 4t2) 








1.5 0.05 10204 
1.7 -0.0397779 
2.5 - 0.3852339 
4 - 1.0606060 
In both cases the computation of (m,v,/n, w,} needs the knowledge of 
co, *-., c ?n+n Thus such partial PadC approximants have to be compared 
with b/q]/ where p + q =m + n since they achieve the same order of 
approximation, 





[2/2],(t) = (6 - 2r’)(6 -I 6t + r’j. 
? WI,(r) [3/l],-(tj V/21,-(t) 
- 0.9 2.9 125000 3.0526923 3.1063829 
-0.5 1.6875000 1.6916666 1.6923076 
-0.3 1.3562500 2.3566129 1.3566433 
-0.1 1.1053571 1.1053603 1.1053604 
0.1 0.9046875 0.9046899 0.9046898 
0.3 0.7375000 0.7376530 0.7376425 
0.8 0.4086956 0.4133333 0.4125874 
1.5 0.0625000 0.0955882 0.0869565 
1.7 - 0.0226562 0.025 1465 0.0115243 
2.5 -0.3281250 -0.1865942 - 0.2385321 
4 -0.8181818 -0.3333333 -0.5652173 
In both cases the computation of the coeffkients of h simplifies. We no 
longer need the computation of the g,‘s. From the expression of h, we have 
(hk+l +h+2t+ . ..)(uo+ ... +LQk)= f c(k-r+‘)(.&,(x)) r’. 
i=O 
Identifying the coefficients we obtain 
ho= 1, h,= . . . =hk=O 
~~Ohk+,=~‘k-r+“(~~,r(~)? 
t’ohk+Z+u,hk+l=~‘I’-‘+l)(Xw,(X)) 
uOhZktl+u,hZk+ . . . +~l~h~+~=~(~-‘+‘~(.~~)t?,.(x)) 
uohZk+Z+oLh2k+,+ ... +ukhk+Z=C(k--rfl)(Xkfiw,(~~)) 
uohIk+3+u,h2k+Z+ ... +ukhk+)=C(k--r+‘)(Xk+2W,(X)) 
.  1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ~ . ,  ~. = . ,  .  ~ .  .  
with 
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If Ulk(t)/iC)r(f) = [k/vlr(‘), due to the orthogonality property of w,, we have 
c~k-rf’)(xi~~~,(x))=Ofori=O,...,~-l andthusk,+,= . . . =h,+,.=O.We 
have 
oOhkcr+, = C(k--r+“(Xrw’,(X)) =C’k+l’(w~,(X)) 
~ohk+r+Z+Ulhk+r+l=c ck+ yxw,(x)) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
~oh+r+2 +~~h~~+,.+,+ ... +v,hk+r+2=c (k+“(xk+iw (x)) i- 
with 
dk + 1)(.&,(x j) = ~~‘OC&+r+i+I+~~‘lCk+r+j+ -” +)t’,Ck+j+l. 
Of course, C,Jt)/GJt) can also be taken as the Pad&type approximant of 
higher order S, k <S < k + 1. In that case similar expressions and results 
hold. 
Let us now give an application of the above particular case of partial 
Pad6 approximants to the estimation of the error of [k/r]Jt). 
From the general principles stated in [2] we know that a good estimate 
of the error [k/rlr(f)-f(t) is given by [k/rL(t)- [k/r],[m/n],(t) when 
m and/or n is strictly greater than k + r. 
To be more specific we know that 
[WI,f(t) - {m, ~pdn, w,},(t) = Ck/rlJt) -f(t) + O(tm+n+ ‘1, 
CWlr(t) - {m, v&, MI, I,(t) 
CWI,W -f(t) 
= 1+ O(p+rr-k--r). 
Let us compare this estimation with Kronrod’s procedure. We shall take 
k = r - 1 and m + n = 3r + 1 with m and/or n > 2r - 1. Thus the simplest 
case corresponds to the choice n = 0 and m = 3r + 1 and we have 
{ 3r + 1, u,- JO, w,}f(t) = [r - l/rlf(t)C3r + l/Olh(f) 
{3r+ 1, u,-,/O, tvr}f(fj- Cr- Wlf(t)= Cr- V-lf(fNh3r+l(t)- I), 
with h 3r+l(f)- 1 =h2rt2r+ ... + hjr+, t3r+1, where the h,‘s are given by the 
relations 
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v& = c(xrw,(.Y) j 
v&r+ 1 tv,h,,=c(x’+‘2t,,(.‘f)) 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L . . . . . . . 
@Jr ~ ! +“lh,,-,+ ..’ +c,~1h2r=CfXZr~111’,(Xj) 
“l)I?,,+u,h,,-,+ ‘.. +vr--lh&+* =c(x’rlv,(x)) 
uoh~,+l+ulh~,+ .‘. +v,_,hz,+z=c(.r”+‘l.V,(X)j. 
These relations are quite similar to those giving the coefficients of the 
Stieltjes polynomial V, + 1 in Kronrod’s method [a]. 
Let us give some numerical examples. For f(t) = e’ and I’ = 1 we have 
For r = 2 we obtain 
We have 
t [O/l ].Jt)(h4( I) - 1) Kronrod’s procedure e’-- [O/l-j 
-3 -0.14062 x 1Or 
-2 - 0.44444 
- 1.5 -0.25312 
- 1.2 -0.18327 
-1 -0.14583 
-0.8 -0.11141 
-0.5 - 0.60764 x 10 - ’ 
-0.3 -0.28471 x 10-l 
-0.1 -0.42538 x lop2 
0.1 -0.59398 x lo-’ 
0.3 -0.78589 x 10-l 
0.5 - 0.34896 
0.8 - 0.27093 x 10’ 
I.1 0.12317 x 10’ 
- 0.23684 





-0.60301 x 10-l 
-0.28431 x LOP! 
-0.42536 x lo-’ 
-0.59400 x lo-* 
- 0.78637 x 10 ~ ’ 
-0.349514 
- 0.27067 x 10’ 







-0.60136 x 10-l 
-0.28412 x IO-’ 
-0.42535 x 10e2 
- 0.59402 x 10 -z 
-0.78713 x 10-l 
-0.35f28 
- 0.27744 x 10 ‘ 
0.13004 x IO2 
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0.20406 x 10 - ’ 
0.12054x 10-l 
0.69604 x 10 -’ 
0.42114 x 1O-2 
0.21682 x 1O-2 
0.46987 x 10 - 3 
0.77476 x 1O-4 
0.12246 x IO-’ 
0.15776 x 1O-5 
0.16555 x 1O-3 
0.16620 x 1O-2 
0.16212 x 10-l 
0.85560 x 10 - ’ 
0.51253 x 10-l 0.49787 x 10 ~ ’ 
0.24455 x 10 ~ ’ 0.24224 x 10 - ’ 
0.12653 x 10-l 0.12604 x IO-’ 
0.70900 x 1o-2 0.70766 x 10 ~ 2 
0.42474 x 1O-2 0.42431 x 1O-2 
0.21755 x lo-’ 0.21745 x 10P3 
0.47009 x 10 -3 0.47005 x 10 -4 
0.77481 x 1O-4 0.77480 x 1O-4 
0.12246 x 1O-5 0.12246 x 1O-5 
0.15776 x 1O-5 0.15776 x 1O-5 
0.16556 x 1O-3 0.16556 x 1O-3 
0.16627 x 1O-2 0.16624 x IO-” 
0.16258 x 10-l 0.16239 x 10-l 
0.86465 x IO-’ 0.86017 x 10-l 
For f(t) = l/t Log( 1+ t) and r = 1 we have 
2 
{4, vo/o, 1.1” 
> 
= - 2t’ 2+t ( I-i+? ) 12 12 40 . 







t [O/l],(t)(h,(r) - 1) Kronrod’s procedure t-‘Log(l+ t)- [O/l] 
-0.9 0.32266 
-0.7 0.13450 
-0.5 0.47917 x 10-l 
-0.3 0.12185 x 10-l 
-0.1 0.97281 x 10P3 
0.1 0.72143 x 1O-3 
0.3 0.50935 x lo-’ 
0.5 0.12083 x 10-l 
0.7 0.22413 x 10-l 
0.9 0.38591 x 10-l 
1.5 0.16339 
2 0.43333 
3 0.18300 x 10’ 
5 0.11012 x 10’ 
7 0.34572 x lo2 
0.67805 
0.18000 
0.52910 x 10-l 
0.12445 x 10-l 
0.97358 x 10 -’ 
0.72084 x 10 -3 
0.49822 x 1O-2 
0.10929 x 10-l 
0.17294 x 10-l 
0.23499 x 10 - ’ 
0.39318 x 10-l 
0.49020 x 10 ~ ’ 
0.61224 x 10-l 
0.70028 x 10 - ’ 
0.70342 x 10 ~ ’ 
0.74025 
0.18150 
0.52961 x 10-l 
0.12446 x 10-l 
0.97358 x 10 -3 
0.72085 x 10 -3 
0.49823 x 10 -3 
0.10930 x lo-” 
6.17300 x lo-’ 
0.23516 x 10-l 
0.39432 x 10 ~ ’ 
0.49306 x 10 -’ 
0.62098 x 10 - ’ 
0.72638 x 10-l 
0.74841 x 10-l 
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We see that the error estimates given by the preceding method are bad out- 
side the convergence domain of the series whi!e Kronrod’s procedure still 
provides good values. 
We have 
t [f/2]~f(t)(l?7(tj- 1) Kronrod’s procedure t-‘Logjl + i)- [l/2] 
-0.9 0.62187 x 10-r 
-0.7 0.10922 x 10-l 
-0.5 0.14766x 1O-2 
-0.3 0.10320 x lop3 
-0.1 0.72013 x 1O-6 
0.1 0.43631 x 1O-6 
0.3 0.22016 x lo-” 
0.5 0.80437 x~O-~ 
0.7 -0.14958 x 1O-3 
0.9 -0.23182 x 10-I 
1.5 -0.11128 
2 - 0.83809 
3 -0.13383 x lo2 
5 -0.39925 x 10’ 
7 -0.35569 x lo4 
0.21873 
0.16935 x lo- 1 
0.16794 x lo-’ 
0.10529 x 1O-3 
0.72035 x lo-” 
0.43647 x 10 -’ 
0.22833 x 10 -4 
0.11941 x 10-j 
0.32290 x 10 ~ 3 
0.64040 x 10 - 3 
0.21664 x 1O-2 
0.38567 x 20 ~’ 
0.75732 x 10 -’ 
0.14157 x 10-l 
0.18805 x 10-l 
0.21800 
0.16904 x IO-’ 
0.16790 x 10 -j 
0.10529 x iO-6 
0.72035 x lo-” 
0.4364’7 x 10 -’ 
0.22833 x IO -’ 
0.11940 x lop3 
0.32287 x 10 -j 
0.64027 x 10 - 3 
0.21648 x lo-’ 
0.38516 x lo-’ 
0.?5527 x 10 ~ ’ 
0.14090 x 10 ~ l
0.18713 x lo-’ 
In all these examples Kronrod’s method gives better estimates. As we 
saw above q,, satisfies g “~z~n-r+‘yx~qn(X) w,(x))=0 for i=O,...,n- 1. ff 
n = Y + 1 and if IV, is chosen such that 
g trn - 2”(x’\o,(x)) = 0; i=O, .~.‘r- 1, 
which means that M!, is the polynomial of degree r orthogonal with respect 
to g(m-2r), then 
g ‘mz-yKiqr+ ,(x)w,(x)) = 0, i = 0, . ..) r. 
Thus qr + 1 is a so-called Stieltjes polynomial and for k = 0 and m = 22 we 
again find the approximants encountered in Kronrod’s procedure since, in 
that case, the functionals c and gCmpzr’ are identical. 
8. INVERSE PADS-TYPE APPROXIMANT~ 
In Pad&type approximants (corresponding to k = I? = 0 in partial PadC 
approximants) the denominators (that is the poles) of the approximants 
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are arbitrarily chosen and then the numerators are obtained by imposing 
that the expansion of the approximant matches the series as far as possible. 
We shall now choose the numerators (that is the zeros) of the 
approximants arbitrarily and then the denominators will be obtained by 
imposing that the expansion of the approximant matches the series as far 
as possible. Such approximants, which correspond to r =m = 0, will be 
called inverse Pad&type approximants, a name perfectly justified as we 
shall see now. 
Let e be the reciprocal series off, formally defined by f(t) e(t) = 1, and 
let uk be an arbitrary polynomial of degree k. We have by definition of the 
partial Pad6 approximants 
(4 w,/O, vk)Jt)=e(t)+O(tn+') 
= b/k),(t) 
by definition and uniqueness of the Pad&type approximant (n/k), with the 
generating polynomial ok. But 
(0, vdn, by},- = l/(4 4& vk)At) 
and thus 
where the Pad&type approximant (n/k), is constructed from the generating 
polynomial vk. The meaning of the given name clearly appears. Such 
approximants will be useful for series with known zeros as, for example, sin 
t or cos t. 
9. CONCLUSION 
As shown by the numerical examples given above, partial Pad6 
approximants can be interesting if “good” choices of vk and w, are made. 
Thus one of the main open questions concerns this choice. The second 
important question is that of convergence. These two questions are cer- 
tainly difficult ones as exemplified by our experience on Pade and Pade- 
type approximants. 
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